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A Sixth Grade Survival Guide 
by Colin H. 

Welcome Back 
Mrs. Marsich! 
by Lauren L. and Charlie R. 

 
Yay! Mrs. Marsich has come     

back from maternity leave! Even     
though we will miss Mrs. Bauer,      
we are all so happy that Mrs.       
Marsich is back and we are all       
excited for what she has in store       
for us next year. She even came       
for a visit this year and brought       
her new baby, Theo! Everyone got      
so excited when they saw him, he       
was the cutest thing! 

 

Welcome Back,  
Mrs. Marsich! 

 

Attention all 5th graders who     
will soon be going into 6th grade.       
You might be nervous about the      
transition and not sure what to      
expect. Thankfully, after reading    
this article, you’ll be more     
prepared. Here are some tips from      
6th  graders  and  school  guidance 

counselors about transitioning   
between schools.  

6th grader Jack H. says,     
“There’s a lot more homework in      
middle school. You have a lot      
more freedom, but with that     
freedom comes responsibility.”  

See Sixth Grade on Page 8 

 

Thank you to our Wonderful Student Reporters! 
Gianna A., Eva F., Colin H., Nina I., Sana K., Lauren L., 

Sarah L., Alisha M., Charlie R., and Arden V. 
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End of Year Message 
from Mrs. Marsich 

This year at Dorchester has     
been full of exciting new     
programs and special memories.    
As always, students had the     
opportunity to create lasting    
memories at Fall Fest, field day,      
school assemblies, field trips,    
parent visitations, and other    
events. One of the biggest     
changes this year was the     
introduction of the Choose Love     
lessons. We learned how to take      
Brave Breaths, talked about ways     
to have compassion for others,     
developed strategies for   
forgiving classmates, and showed    
our gratitude to Mr. Alex with a       
surprise assembly celebrating all    
of his hard work.  

Another new addition to our     
school this year was our birthday      
celebrations menu. Students had    
the opportunity to choose from  a  

variety of ways to commemorate     
their birthdays, from lunchroom    
announcements, to extended   
recess, to a special lunch with      
me. We were also very lucky to       
have a brand new playground     
this year, due to the support of       
parents, the PFA, and the Board      
of Education. Everyone was    
eager to begin playing on it, and       
it has brought us so much      
enjoyment during recess and    
after school. 

As we head into the summer,      
the teachers and I are already      
thinking of ways we can make      
next year at Dorchester even     
better. Stay tuned for all of the       
thrilling improvements we will    
have in 2019-2020. I hope     
everyone has a wonderful    
summer, and I look forward to      
seeing you again in September. 

 

Any suggestions for article ideas? 
A suggestion box is located in Mr. Offerjost’s Room. 

Or you can email us at 
DorchesterVoice@woodcliff-lake.com 
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Bike Safety 
Nurse Baker’s Corner 

Helmet tips: 
* make sure it fits correctly  
* wear it covering forehead and not tipping back 
* don’t wear a hat under it 
* take care of helmet, don’t throw it around 
* get a new helmet if you fall and hit your head 
* put reflective stickers on it so drivers can see you  

 
For more information on bicycle safety click here. 

 
Ride safely, 
Nurse Baker 

Why is bike safety important? Bike riding is lots of          
fun, but accidents happen too. In this issue we will          
share what clothing to wear to bike safely and tips          
for wearing a helmet properly. 
 

Clothing tips: 
* wear bright clothes 
* don’t wear loose clothes that could get caught 
* sneakers are best... no flip flops or sandals  
* don’t wear headphones or listen to music  
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Reflections on the 

Dorchester Student Council 
by Members of the DSC 

“My favorite thing in student     
council is contributing to all the      
fundraisers, like Pennies for    
Patients.” - Ryan E. 

 
“I liked it because I got to help        

causes and spend time with     
friends.” - Eshan B. 

 
“I really liked it because we      

were the ones who chose what      
we did as a school.” - Nate R. 

 
“My favorite part of Student     

Council was when we did     
Pennies for Patients. It was my      
favorite part because we raised     
thousands of dollars as a school!”      
- Isabella B. 

 
“My favorite thing was    

Pennies for Patients.” - Steven Y. 
 
“My favorite part of student     

council was helping people.  
- Sana K. 

In recognition of another    
successful year of the Dorchester     
Student Council, we have asked     
each student to share their     
favorite experience... 

 
“Student Council is great, you     

get to do all of the fundraisers.       
My favorite moment was when     
we raised $5,000 dollars in     
Pennies for Patients.”  
- Robert M. 

“My favorite part of Student     
Council was learning how to run      
a school and how fundraisers     
work.” - John S. 
 

“For all 3rd and 4th 
graders, I would 
recommend this 
amazing and fun 

experience.” - Billy M. 
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“Student Council is an amazing     

opportunity for students to not only      
help other people, but also to help       
each other. One of my favorite parts       
about Student Council was Pennies     
for Patients. We made school     
announcements, created colorful   
flyers and it was so much fun! For all         
3rd and 4th graders, I would      
recommend this amazing and fun     
experience.” - Billy M. 

 
“My favorite thing we did this      

year is setting up and participating in       
the Penny Wars. I enjoyed     
announcing the fundraiser on the     
loud speaker and raising money as      
well. Student Council was a great      
experience for me and I enjoyed it       
very much.” - Colin H. 

 
“My favorite thing in Student     

Council was the Kindness Rocks.     
This is because it brings out the       
emotion of all of us and puts a smile         
on our faces every time we look at        
them.” - Shane L. 

“My favorite thing about Student     
Council this year was making the      
Kindness Rocks. It was really fun      
and helped the school’s outdoor     
classroom. We got to draw cool, kind       
and inspirational drawings and    
phrases on them.” - Abby J 
 

 
“My favorite part of Student     

Council was the Turkey Drive     
because we gave them to the      
homeless.” - Sophia L. 

 
“My favorite thing we did this      

year in Student Council was Relay      
for Life. I liked Relay for Life       
because it felt really good raising      
money in honor of Mr. Fierro. I love        
raising money for cancer and trying      
to help people find a cure.”  

- Morgan Y. 
 
“My favorite was Pennies for     

Patients because it made me feel      
good that I was helping someone.”  
- Theo L. 

Members of the 

DSC 
in alphabetical order 

 

Eshan B. 
Isabella B. 
Ryan E. 
Colin H. 
Sana K. 
Abby J.  

Sophia L. 
Theo L. 
Shane L. 
Robert M. 
Billy M.  
Nate R. 
John S. 

Steven Y. 
Morgan Y. 

 
Thank you for all your 
hard work on behalf of 
the school & the many 

causes you helped! 
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Meet the Teacher 
an Interview with Nurse Baker 

winding down from busy day     
events, dinner with non-stop    
talking from my 2 kids (Landon      
& Hannah), getting them ready     
for bed (showers, brushing teeth,     
vitamins, pj’s), the kids reading     
their books TO ME, talking     
about the upcoming days and     
what activities we have to look      
forward to, getting them to bed.      
Then finally getting to have a      
few minutes to do my nails! I’m       
obsessed with my fancy at-home     
manicures! 
 
DV: If you could take the      
students on a field trip to      
anywhere in the world, where     
would you take them? 
Nrs. B.: Aaahhhhh FIELD    
TRIPS! Definitely not my    
favorite. But I have 2 that come       
to mind (Sorry I can’t pick just       
1!). #1 would be to the Buehler       
Challenger Space Station... right    
in Paramus, NJ! I remember this      
being my absolute favorite field     
trip as a kid, because it made me        
feel like I could do anything...      
even travel to the moon or space!       
#2 would be to the local      
ambulance, police, fire   
departments. I feel like it is SO       
important for children (and    
adults) to feel safe and not fear       
people who come running to help      
us in times of an emergency. 

 
 
May 6, was National Nurses’     
Day. It only seems fitting that for       
this issue for “Meet the Teacher”      
we will be interviewing Nurse     
Baker. 
  
Dorchester Voice: What would    
the students be surprised to     
find out about you? 
 
Nurse Baker: Two things that     
may come as a surprise... #1 I       
LOVE peacock feathers, because    
before marrying Mr. Baker I was      
Miss Peacock. And #2 I am a       
very good swimmer. I completed     
the intense lifeguard training    
when I was 16  years  old,  had  a 

job at a local pool, saved a little        
boy who was drowning at the      
bottom of the deep end by doing       
rescue breathing, and this led me      
to becoming an EMT and     
volunteered for the ambulance in     
my town, then went to nursing      
school. 
 
DV: What inspires you? 
 
Nrs. B.: I am truly inspired by       
people who see the good in      
EVERYONE and EVERY   
situation. I try hard to be kind,       
because we never know what the      
other person might be struggling     
with. As Maya Angelou said,     
“They may forget your name, but      
they will NEVER forget how you      
made them feel.” It is also a       
breath of fresh air when my kids       
give me a hug or a kiss on the         
cheek, at just the right time... like       
they can tell if I’ve had a tough        
day and they want to make it       
better. 
 
DV: What’s a typical Saturday     
night like for you? 
Nrs. B.: A typical Saturday night      
in the Baker  household  includes 
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Meet the Teacher 
an Interview with Mrs. Raffel 

DV: What accomplishment fills    
you with pride so far this year? 
 
Mrs. R.: Helping one of my      
students be a Student Council     
representative this year! 
  
DV: What’s a school sport or      
activity you enjoy watching? 
 
Mrs. R.: Hockey - Let’s Go      
Rangers! 
 
DV: If you could take the      
students on a field trip to      
anywhere in the world, where     
would you take them? 
 
Mrs. R.: A safari in South Africa       
- How cool would that be? 
 
DV: What song should    
students listen to when doing     
work for your class? 
 
Mrs. R.: We play a lot of music        
in my class - Black Crowes is a        
favorite! 
 
 

 
For this issue of “Meet the      
Teacher” we will be interviewing     
Mrs. Raffel, our LLD teacher.     
Mrs. Raffel is also a co-advisor      
to the Dorchester Student    
Council. 
 
Dorchester Voice: What would    
the students be surprised to     
find out about you? 
 
Mrs. Raffel: I ran a half      
marathon this year. 

DV: What makes a ‘good day’      
at school? 
 
Mrs. R.: It is always a good day        
when I see a student accomplish      
a new skill that they have been       
working so hard on    
accomplishing! 
 
DV: What is your first memory      
from school? 
 
Mrs. R.: My first day at      
Dorchester I met Mrs. Marchese     
and Ms. Pizzolo while we were      
setting up our classrooms, they     
were so friendly and welcoming     
and I enjoy working with them      
everyday! We are good friends     
now. 
 
DV: If you won the lottery and       
decided to give up teaching,     
what would you do instead? 
 
Mrs. R.: I would travel the world       
with my husband and two boys      
starting with Europe and    
probably buy a summer house in      
Greece! 
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continued from Pg. 1 
Sixth Grade 

 

“You have a lot more 
freedom, but with that 

freedom comes 
responsibility.”  

- Jack H. 
 
Another 6th grader who has     

recently gone through this    
transition is Micah K. He notes      
that you should not be scared      
about switching classes. If you     
get lost, just remember that the      
building is a square. Some advice      
from another 6th grader, Kira Z      
is, “You have to learn how to get        
on top of your work and not       
procrastinate.” She also mentions    
that you have to learn how to be        
independent.  
 
 

 

 

“Staying after doesn’t 
mean you don’t know 
the subject. It means 

you’re responsible and 
eager to do well.”  

- Mrs. Goidell 
 

Some tips from Dorchester    
Guidance Counselor, Mrs. Godell    
are, “Stay calm and don’t sweat      
the small stuff. Have patience     
with yourself as you go through a       
new situation. Know that    
everyone is going through the     
same thing at the same time.” 

Also, “Take advantage of after     
school help. Staying after doesn’t  
 

mean you don’t know the subject.      
It means you’re responsible and     
eager to do well.”  

The Guidance Counselor at the     
middle school, Mrs. Loeb, has     
similar tips. She says that the      
teachers are there to help.  

Mrs. Loeb shared, “It might     
feel very different than 5th grade      
at first. It won’t take very long to        
feel like you’re at home.” 

These are just some tips from      
people who have been through     
this transition, or know what it’s      
like. Hope this is helpful and      
calms your nerves! 

 

 

“It won’t take very long 
to feel like you’re at 

home.”  
- Mrs. Loeb 

 
Both Dorchester Elementary and Woodcliff     
Middle School have wonderful guidance     
counselors who are always ready to help       
new students. They can be reached through       
their faculty webpages. 
 

Mrs. Goidell, Dorchester Elementary 
Faculty Page click here 

 
Mrs. Loeb, Woodcliff Lake Middle School 

Faculty Page click here 
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Finger on the Pulse 
5th Grade Survey: School Spirit 

 

     

 

How do you show your school spirit? Spirit        
Weeks are a lot of fun and a great way for students            
and teachers to share their creativity and interests. 

In this survey 5th graders were asked to pick         
their favorite Spirit Week idea and share some new         
possible theme ideas. 

Here are the results! 

What was your 
favorite spirit week 

theme this year? 

What is your favorite 
new idea for spirit 

week? 

33% Pajama Day 
28% Sports Day 
23% Comfy Cozy 
  8% Tye-Dye  
  4% Wacky Hair Day  
  2% Sparkling Day 
  2% Wacky Clothes  
 
 

37%  Stuffed Animals 
21%  Favorite Character  
16%  Old Time Clothing  
11%  Backwards Day  
11%  Costume Day 
  4%  Crazy Glasses  
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Dorchester Activities 

 

Word Bank 
applepie 
chocolate 

clone 
diamonds 

honey 
purple 
rose 
sugar 

vegetarians 
wifisignals 

 

Across 
4. 1% of Americans are _?_. 
6. Cherries are a member of the _?_ family. 
7. Scientists can turn peanut butter into _?_. 
8. _?_ isn't American. 
10. Every Banana you eat is a _?_. 
 
Learn more about the foods you eat and find 
answers to the puzzle click here. 

Down 
1. A lemon contains more _?_ than a 
strawberry. 
2. The Aztecs used _?_ as money. 
3. Potatoes can absorb and reflect _?_. 
5. The only food that never goes bad is _?_. 
9. Carrots were originally _?_. 
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Dorchester Voice News 
Crossword Puzzle 

Directions: Use clues from the newspapers to answer the questions. 

 

Across 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. _?_ is Patric Massey’s favorite all time basketball player. 
4. Mrs. Raffel is a _?_ fan. (Hint: hockey) 
5. Don’t wear _?_ clothes on a bicycle because they could get caught. 
7. Stonehenge is in Southern _?_. 
10. The 10th most popular book in the media center is _?_ by Gail Carson Levine. 
12. The American Young Voices concert was performed at the _?_ Center? 
14. In middle school, additional freedom comes with more _?_. 

Down 1. The Woodcliff Lake Warrior Teachers played basketball against the _?_. 
3. _?_ was the third most popular new idea for spirit week. 
6. The Pre-K students had a Farmers Market as part of their _?_ unit. 
8. The Buehler Challenger Space Station is found in _?_, NJ. 
9. Patric “The _?_” Massey plays basketball for the Harlem Wizards. 
11. Sophia L.’s favorite part of Dorchester Student Council was the _?_ drive. 
13. Mrs. _?_ is the Woodcliff Lake Middle School guidance Counselor. 
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Dorchester Arts and Leisure 
Media Center 

Top 10 List 
The Top 10 most    
popular books in the    
library as of June 14. 
 

Don't Touch This 
Book! 

by Bill Cotter 
 

Green Eggs and Ham 
by Dr. Seuss 

 
Big Nate 

by Lincoln Peirce 
 
David Goes to School 

by David Shannon 
 

Dino-Baseball 
by Lisa Wheeler 

 
Dino-Basketball 

by Lisa Wheeler 
 

Dragon Gets By 
by Dav Pilkey 

 
Drama 

by Raina Telgemeier 
 

Ella Enchanted 
by Gail Carson Levine 

 
Fairest 

by Gail Carson Levine 

New Book Arrivals  
in The Media Center 

Louise the Big Cheese: 
Divine Diva 

by Elise Primavera 

 
When she learns her class will be       
doing a play, little Louise Cheese has       
big dreams of being the star, but when        
her best friend is given the lead she        
learns that even the small roles count. 
 

Where is Stonehenge? 
by True Kelley 

 
"Where is Stonehenge? That's an easy      
question to answer. It sits on the       
Salisbury Plain in Southern England.     
But what is the meaning of these       
strange circles of stones? Was     
Stonehenge a religious site to honor      
the dead? Or a sacred place of       
healing? 

Escape! : The Story of the 
Great Houdini 

by Eric Arnold 

 
A biography of the magician, ghost      
chaser, aviator, and king of escape      
artists whose amazing feats are     
remembered long after his death in      
1926. 
 

Camilla,  
the Cupcake Fairy 

by Tim Bugbird 

 
Camilla receives her first wand and      
calls on her friends for help when she        
realizes being a cupcake fairy is not       
easy. 
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Dorchester Happenings 
Pre-K Farmers Market 

by Arden V.  

using numbers to weigh and     
count the items. They are     
learning in this project to     
identify coins while they count     
and sort the money. 

The Pre-K students built a     
farmers market and a food truck      
as part of their recycling unit.      
The students used reused items     
such as cardboard boxes, shower     
hoses, and a puppet stage to      
create the market. They    
incorporated the recycled farm    
theme with Earth Day. The     
students learned how important    
it is to keep our earth clean. The        
farm only used items in green      
bags or paper bags, not plastic.      
The kids choose  which  job  they  

would be responsible for. The     
jobs included service, shopping    
and maintenance tasks. 

The shoppers also created    
shopping lists. The employees    
weighed things, cooked and    
packaged items. Then they    
needed to go back to the bank       
table to sort and count the coins       
they needed to make the     
purchase. The cashier takes the     
money and puts the items in a       
bag or provides to-go items for      
the  outdoor   dining.   They    are 
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Dorchester Happenings 
Learning NJ Facts and Having Fun 

by Arden V.  

Third grade students had an     
amazing assembly about New Jersey.     
It included many fun activities such as       
a game show, questions and cool      
facts. Many students said how     
intriguing it was.  

One of the students, Sophie M.      
from Ms. Giannotti's 3rd grade class      
said, “A couple of days ago I told my         
dad I felt like NJ had nothing famous,        
but I learned so much more history       
about our state.”  

Six lucky students got chosen to be       
in a New Jersey History Quiz Show.       
There were two students on each team       
and two to run the slide show. It was a          
very close game for the game show. It        
was a fun experience for the students       
and was very interesting. 

 

“A couple of days ago I 
told my dad I felt like NJ 
had nothing famous, but I 

learned so much more 
history about our state.”  

- Sophie M. 
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Dorchester Happenings 

L.E.A.D. Graduation  

by Sarah L. and Gianna A. 

In the middle of the school year       
the students had to write a one-       
page essay about the things they      
learned in the L.E.A.D. program,     
how it will help them in the future,        
and what was their most favorite      
activity they enjoyed doing. The     
officers picked the winners of the      
essays and the winner won a      
L.E.A.D. sweatshirt and a stuffed     
animal dressed in L.E.A.D.    
apparel.  

During the graduation, each    
student received a certificate and     
all of the parents were invited to       
watch. It was a wonderful     
experience and a true milestone     
for each and every fifth grader.  

On Thursday, April 4, 2019,     
the fifth grade students    
graduated from the L.E.A.D.    
(Law Enforcement Against   
Drugs) program. All the    
students received their   
certificates and fun prizes. The     
hosts of the program were     
Officers Brown and Sherfer.  

Throughout the year the    
police officers came to our     
classrooms. They taught   
lessons that are very valuable     
and   can   be   useful    towards 

student future lives. Some of the      
things that the students learned     
were the dangers and effects of      
drugs and alcohol.  

They also learned about peer     
pressure and when to speak up      
and say no! The fifth graders are       
very appreciative of the officers’     
time and important life lessons     
that they shared. In addition to the       
lessons students got to go on some       
fun field trips such as Sky Zone, a        
New Jersey Devils game, a     
movie, and much more!  

Choir Concert  
 
On June 7, 60 talented     

singers from Dorchester   
Elementary School attended the    
American Young Voices   
Concert. The concert included    
8,000 students from all over     
New Jersey and as far as New       
York. The student performers    
alone filled nearly half of the      
Prudential Center! 

The students were joined by a      
band   and  singers  and  put  on  a 

wonderful performance for the    
parents in attendance.  
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Dorchester Sports Section 

An Interview w/ 
Patric Massey 

by Lauren L. and Charlie R. 

The Dorchester Voice was able     
to catch up with Mr. Patric “The       
Artist” Massey, a player for the      
Harlem Wizards. In this    
exclusive interview he shared his     
inspirations, motivations and the    
path to becoming a Harlem     
Wizard! 
 
Dorchester Voice: How did you     
make the team and how long      
have you been on the team? 
 
Patric Massey: I made the team      
by performing for the Wizards in      
April 2017 for four games and      
this is my second year with the       
Wizards. 
 
 

DV: What was the most     
embarrassing thing that   
happened on the court? 
 
PM: The most embarrassing    
thing on the court probably     
happened to me when I forgot to       
put the top part of my jersey on        
before a game. 
 
DV: What made you want to      
play for the Wizards? 
 
PM: I was with a previous team       
and didn’t enjoy playing for them      
so I contacted the Wizards and it       
was the best choice I ever made. 
 
DV: When did you start     
playing basketball, who is    
favorite basketball player? 
 
PM: I started playing basketball     
in the first grade and my favorite       
player all time is Michael Jordan.  
 
DV: How did you get your      
nickname? 
 
PM: I got my nickname because      
of my second profession which is      
a Graphic Artist. 
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Dorchester Sports Section 
Pictures from the 

Wizards Game 
Story on Page 18 
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Dorchester Sports Section 
Spellbound by Basketball Wizards 

by Eva F. and Charlie R. 

On April 12, the Woodcliff     
Lake Warrior Teachers played    
against the Harlem Wizards.    
They’re not just a basketball team;      
they are a funny, tall, amazing      
team and they have so much skill! 

Have you ever wondered if     
teachers have hidden talents? Here     
at Dorchester we have hidden     
basketball talent. Many school    
teachers played in the game as      
well as the principal, Mrs.     
Marisch. Dorchester talent was on     
display on the court. Some  of  the 

  vs.  

Everyone Wins in a  
Thrilling Sports Event 

basketballs, and even jerseys.  
Sophia from 4th grade said,     

“My favorite part was that I got to        
watch the game with my friends      
and how I got to watch my teacher        
Mr. DeLillo play.¨ 

Isabella from 4th grade said, “I      
liked how it was not just      
basketball, it was like a show. I       
also was really happy when King      
Arthur signed my water bottle. I      
also loved watching my teacher     
play basketball!” 

Thank you PFA for putting this      
together! 

“It was not just 
basketball, it was a 

show!” 
- Isabella  

kids got called up to play with the        
Wizards. They gave out amazing     
prizes such as Harlem Wizard     
wristbands,       Harlem      Wizard 

 

Patric  
“The Artist”  

Massey  

 
Exclusive 
Interview on 
Page 17 
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